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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces an attempt for a holistic approach to
integrating background knowledge with PMML in the area
of association rule mining. An XML format for capturing
background knowledge inspired by PMML that scopes pre-
processing and background knowledge association rules is
presented. We argue that background knowledge should be
kept separated from a specific dataset to foster its reusabil-
ity and propose an XML format that addresses the problem
of interlinking with background knowledge. The discussion
is motivated by our experience from development of domain
expert oriented data mining support platform.

1. INTRODUCTION
According to the CRISP-DM methodology [1] and numer-

ous usage studies, the biggest bulk of time in data mining
tasks is taken by data preprocessing. In some subfields, par-
ticularly in pattern mining, the hardest problem is pruning
the discovered patterns so that the uninteresting patterns
are removed [2]. Typically, uninteresting patterns are the
ones that are already known.

These two seemingly unrelated issues have one thing in
common – the information required to perform preprocess-
ing as well as pruning can be, at least to a certain de-
gree, elicited from the domain expert and represented in
a machine-readable way. While the current PMML stan-
dard [3] fosters reuse of data mining models, it does not
cover background knowledge. In this paper, we will try to
show that background knowledge can be structured in much
the same way as PMML and used in conjunction with it to
automate some mining related tasks.

This paper emerged as a by product of our work on the
SEWEBAR-CMS system1, which provides the domain ex-
pert and the data analyst a one place to share knowledge,

1Semantic Web and Analytical Reports – Content Manage-
ment System
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perform mining and discuss mining results. Elicitation and
use of background knowledge in a semantic way plays a cru-
cial role in this effort.

The system has been used in undergraduate and graduate
courses at our university for around two years [5], in addition
to research projects (e.g. [9]). During the course of the
system development it turned out that exchange formats for
representation of the various types of knowledge handled
are needed. Since apart from the PMML standard we were
unable to identify any existing formalisms fit for the purpose,
we have created our own: a PMML extension for generalized
association rules [8] and a topic map ontology for association
rule mining in [7] have already been published.

With Background Knowledge Exchange Format (BKEF)
we are presenting our attempt to formalize background knowl-
edge in a way it can be interlinked with PMML. BKEF
is complemented by an XML-based Field Description and
Mapping Language (FDML), which is a single formalism
for representing the various types of fields defined within
BKEF and PMML documents. It also allows to map the
“background knowledge” fields to fields in the actual data
represented with PMML. Thanks to this division, the do-
main expert can use the industry standard vocabulary for
her area in BKEF and is not restricted to the “language” of
a specific data matrix. The mapping is taken care of by a
separate process and contained in FDML.

Paper organization. Sections 2 and 3 preview our pro-
posals for the BKEF and FDML formats respectively. Sec-
tion 4 introduces the concept of background association rules
and discusses their serialization. The key interoperability
issues between these schemas and PMML are addressed in
Section 5. An example workflow for mapping BKEF and
PMML documents is presented in Section 6. Section 7 uses
the SEWEBAR-CMS system to demonstrate the utility of
the proposed formalisms. The conclusions summarize our
contributions and outline future work.

Technical note. All mentions of PMML refer to PMML
4.0. For the sake of brevity, schema listings use a notation
coming out of the Relax NG compact syntax, although the
sources are all in XML Schema. In the listings, we use “-
->x.x” to denote that a detailed description is present in
Subsection x.x, and symbol “...” to convey that it is omit-
ted. A type reference involving the pmml: prefix indicates
that this type was with no or negligible changes adapted
from the PMML XML Schema.



2. BACK KNOWL EXCHANGE FORMAT
BKEF provides an XML-based format for exchange of

background knowledge on data mining tasks between the
BKEF producer (elicitation interface) and BKEF consumer
(e.g. data mining software). It should be noted that BKEF
was developed for the purpose of the pattern mining task.

Unlike some other proposals for the use of background
knowledge in data mining, BKEF utilization does not nec-
essarily imply any changes to the data mining algorithm and
little changes to the workflow. Preprocessing hints discussed
in this section are used in data preparation stage to partly
or fully replace the user input. The intended uses for the
pattern hints presented in Section 4 are generating a mining
task (a PMML MiningModel) and filtering out the patterns
discovered during mining in a postprocessing step.

2.1 Assumptions
Each BKEF document describes objects in some domain.

Example of such a domain are data about outpatients with
heart problems collected by a cardiologist, where the out-
patients are the objects. Objects are described by multiple
properties. These properties may either be atomic or may
be compositions of multiple properties. Continuing with our
example, the patient may have diastolic blood pressure and
systolic blood pressure (both atomic), which together create
the group property blood pressure.

In the real case, the data relating to one object may be
spread among multiple datasources, commonly relational ta-
bles, and even values of some columns may need to be com-
puted from multiple other columns. Example of such a case
is the Body Mass Index (BMI), which is computed from
weight and height.

With respect to this, BKEF does not aspire to become a
declarative description of an ETL (Extract Transform Load)
process. The assumption is that the domain expert can free
herself from data manipulation technicalities and focus on
dimensionality reduction and data preprocessing steps spe-
cific for data mining. It is therefore out of the scope of the
proposed XML Schema to express in a machine readable way
how BMI is derived from weight and height.

Using a BKEF elicitation software, the domain expert fills
a hypothetical data table where the rows correspond to ob-
jects and columns to their properties without the need to
worry about how these properties would be created or what
the exact names used in their organization are.

Our key assumption is that by leading the domain expert
to focus on the semantics of their data, the result of their
work will be applicable also to other datasets. In this way,
background knowledge can be shared perhaps even between
organizations. A technical consequence is a decrease in the
complexity of the format and consequently the demands on
BKEF producers and consumers.

2.2 Metaattribute
Metaattribute is an abstraction representing the underly-

ing property of an object. There is a hierarchical structure
between metaattributes. The metaattribute on the finest
granularity level, is referred to as atomic metaattribute. Other
attributes are called group metaattributes.

element MetaAttribute {

element Name { text },

element Variability { "Stable" | "Actionable" }?,

element Annotations { element Annotation {

element Timestamp { xs:dateTime },

element Author { text },

element Text { text } }+ }?,

( element ChildMetaAttribute {

attribute id {xsd:integer } }+ |

element Formats { element Format {--> 2.3}+ } ),

attribute id { xsd:integer } }

A metaattribute can either be a group metaattribute and
use the ChildMetaAttribute’s id attribute to refer to chil-
dren metaattributes, or an atomic metaattribute and con-
tain formats. Variability denotes whether this property
is deemed as actionable by the domain expert or not. The
value of actionable property can be changed as a result of
some action, while the value of a stable property cannot be
changed. This distinction is important for mining action
rules [15]. Example of a stable property is height and of
an actionable property is beer consumption. Metaattributes
can be attached free text comments using the Annotation

element. The BKEF document is expected to be created
by multiple users, the individual annotations are assigned a
timestamp and the name of the user.

2.3 Format
Since a property can be sometimes measured in different

ways, most commonly using different units, atomic metaat-
tribute allows multiple Format elements.2 Most pieces of in-
formation relating to a metaattribute are format-dependent.
An example format might be “beer consumption [litres]” or
“beer consumption [pints]”.

Format {

element Name { text },

element Author{ text }?,

element Annotations{ --> 2.2 }?,

element MappingHints{

element MappingHint {

element FieldName {

text,

attribute primary {xs:boolean} } }+}?,

element DataType{ "Float"|"Integer"|"String" },

element ValueType{ "Cardinal"|"Nominal"|"Ordinal" },

element Collation{ --> 2.5 },

element PreprocessingHints{

element DiscretizationHint { --> 2.6 }+ }?,

element Range { --> 2.4 }?,

element ValueDescriptions {

element ValueDescription {

element Annotations { --> 2.2 }*,

element Scope { Range --> 2.4 },

element Features {

element Feature { "Missing" }+

}? }+}?

2As a future extension, formats could be defined over group
metaattribute and then propagated to their child metaat-
tributes using object-oriented programming like inheritance.
This could reduce the number of duplicate information
elicited and kept in metaattributes. For example, there
could be BMI group metaattribute with child metaattributes
BMI Men and BMI Women, which would override or com-
plement the gender independent information in the BMI
metaattribute.



The Range element, if present, completely defines the set of
valid values. If it is not present, any value is valid. The
ValueDescriptions element allows to attach additional in-
formation to a subset of the value range as specified by Range

in the form of a free text annotation or a list of machine
readable features. The current list of features spans only
“Missing” with other options to be added in future.

The domain expert can choose any string as a Name of the
format. This on one hand improves user-friendliness, on the
other hand it may not be possible or practical to use it as a
field name in an RDBMS system, for example due to spaces
or excess length. The MappingHints element allows to set
alternative names for the field. These can be used as an
aid in the mapping process (ref. to Sec. 6). The primary

attribute on FieldName set to true indicates that this field
should be used as a machine-friendly name. Maximum one
FieldName within MappingHints can have primary=true.

2.4 Range
The range constraint can be expressed either using one

or more intervals for numeric values, by listing all possible
values for enumerations or through a regular expression if
the values are too many to list.

Range {

(element Value { text }+ |

element Regex { text }+ |

element Interval { pmml:Interval }+) }

This element carries the information on the value range of
the metaattribute in given format. The definition of Range
is reused for type of the Scope element in Subs. 2.3.

2.5 Collation
For many properties, it makes sense to define how to move

in the range of the format when it is said that the associ-
ated metaattribute “rises”. This information is necessary for
BKEF Mutual Influence patterns ([11], briefly Sec. 4), which
are generally defined over metaattributes, not fields, and can
work with the notion of increasing/decreasing values.

For this purpose, BKEF features the Collation element.

Collation {

attribute type

{ "Alphabetical"|"Numerical"|"Enumeration" },

attribute sense { "Ascending"|"Descending" }}

Consider for example metaattribute “course grade” with
the following formats: “Russian Academic”, “ECTS” and
“Czech Academic”. In the Russian system, 5 is the best,
1 is the worst, in the Czech system 1 is the best and 4 is the
worst and in the ECTS system the best grade is A and the
worst F.

Assuming that the values in format’s Range element are in
the following order F,E,D,C,B,A, the Collation definition
for the ECTS system would be:

<Collation type="Enumeration" sense="Ascending"/>

The same result can be achieved by the following. In this
case the order in Range is ignored:

<Collation type="Alphabetical" sense="Descending"/>

For the Russian format:

<Collation type="Numerical" sense="Ascending"/>

This expresses that the grade increases when the numerical
value increases, the opposite for Czech format:

<Collation type="Numerical" sense="Descending"/>

In the example, the numerical grading schemes could have
been expressed with an enumeration, since there are only five
distinct values, however, with fields with continuous range
this would not possible.

If BKEF consumer uses IntervalEnumeration or Nomi-
nalEnumeration preprocessing hint (ref. to Subs. 2.6), the
collation on the preprocessing hint level is expressed in the
order of the bins and the Collation element is ignored. If
bins are created automatically from numerical values with
EquidistantInterval, the Collation element is applied.

The current proposal does not deal with character sets.
The Numerical and Alphabetical Collation can be applied
only to the entire range.

2.6 Preprocessing/Discretization Hint
Preprocessing hint is intended to convey various clues

from the domain expert that can be used during data prepa-
ration. The current version of the BKEF proposal involves
only the DiscretizationHint, which bears the domain ex-
pert’s recommendations on how to group the values of the
field into bins. Drawing an analogy with PMML, Discretiza-
tionHint defines a derived field.

element DiscretizationHint {

element Name { text },

element MappingHints{ --> 2.3 }?,

(element EachValueOneBin { empty }|

element NominalEnumeration {

element NominalBin {

element Name { text }?,

element Annotations { --> 2.2 }?,

element Value { text }+ }+ }+|

element IntervalEnumeration {

element IntervalBin {

element Name { text }?,

element Annotations { --> 2.2 }?,

element Interval { pmml:Interval }+ }+ }+|

element EquidistantInterval {

element Start { xs:float },

element End { xs:float },

element Step { xs:float { minExclusive = "0" } },

attribute closure { pmml:closure } }+) }

There can be multiple DiscretizationHint elements in
a given format, each containing an optional MappingHints
element followed by EachValueOneBin or a sequence of any
single of the NominalEnumeration, IntervalEnumeration or
EquidistantInterval.3 Subs. 3.1 shows the effect of a
MappingHint element used for naming a DerivedField that
emerged from applying the DiscretizationHint on a PMML
DataField.

EachValueOneBin – each value in the data matrix will
form one “virtual” bin. In PMML this can be expressed by
the mining model referencing directly a DataField in the

3As a future work, a combination of some of these types
could be permitted. For example, combining equidistant in-
terval with interval enumeration could be useful for merging
the extreme values into one bin and then processing the re-
maining values in an equidistant manner.



DataDictionary or with a FieldRef in the Transformation-
Dictionary.
NominalEnumeration – loosely corresponds to the Map-
Values construct in PMML.
IntervalEnumeration – corresponds to the DiscretizeBin
construct in PMML.
EquidistantInterval instructs the consumer to create Dis-
cretizeBins of length Step between Start and End value ob-
serving closure. The remaining values are ignored.

The SEWEBAR-CMS system features a BKEF Editor, a
web-based application for background knowledge elicitation,
which serializes to an older version of the BKEF format
presented above. A pilot study featuring BKEF editor on
the cardiology domain is presented in [9].

3. FIELD DESC. AND MAP. LANGUAGE
As was shown in Sec. 2, BKEF offers several ways for the

description of fields, and others can be foreseen as there are
many forms of domain knowledge.

• Basic Meta-field refers to a range of values of a metaat-
tribute as defined by its Range,

• Derived Meta-field refers to a DiscretizationHint – For-
mat tuple, there are as many derived metafields as
there are discretization hints in a format.

Actually, PMML also features multiple constructs to de-
scribe fields and their content. We consider the following:

• DataField corresponds to a field in the input data,

• DerivedField corresponds to a field that emerged by
preprocessing: DiscretizeBin creates bins over inter-
vals of a field, MapValues maps discrete values onto a
different set of discrete values.

Despite representation differences, these PMML and BKEF
constructs semantically overlap in that they all have value
range and derived (meta)fields also have the origin: the way
the field’s value range was derived from the source field.

It turns out that if an application does not need the origin
of the field, the same simple representation can often be
used for various kinds of fields. This applies not only to
fields created by PMML transformations, but also to basic
and derived metafields defined within BKEF. Our proposal
dubbed Field Description and Mapping Language (FDML)4

is a draft attempt for a common syntactical representation
to leverage this semantic overlap.

An FDML document uses the Dictionary element as a
unified way to describe the content of PMML and BKEF
dictionaries. The optional DictionaryMapping element pro-
vides mapping between dictionaries.

The DictionaryStatistics is a placeholder for statistics
relating to fields and values and the definition of its content
is a matter of future work.

FDML{

element Dictionary { --> example in 3.1 }+,

element DictionaryStatistics { ... }?,

element DictionaryMapping {

--> example fragment in 3.2 }+ }? }

4This emerged by merging two XML Schemas used in the
SEWEBAR-CMS project: Field Mapping Language and
DataDescription. FDML is the least mature of the schemas
discussed in this paper.

The modular design of the FDML schema allows to reuse
some of the elements in other schemas. The fact that the
three types of information in FDML – dictionary, statistics
and mapping – are kept separate, allows to send the FDML
consumer only the type of information it needs.

3.1 Field Description
A field can be expressed in terms of one or more intervals,

or as a sequence of categories.
By introducing a new term “category” (and the corre-

sponding Category element5) as a generic term denoting a
single value of a categorical field we try to avoid clash with
terms Value and Bin, which are already assigned a specific
meaning in PMML.
Field is used as a subsuming element for the different

kinds of fields defined in PMML and BKEF.
For example, the range of the BMI field would be rep-

resented as an interval in the PMML DataDictionary, in
BKEF Range and also in FDML. Discretization of BMI ac-
cording to medical guidelines would be projected in PMML
with DiscretizeBin and in BKEF with IntervalEnumeration
onto a list of distinct bins, which are addressed as categories
in FDML. Merging individual values of a City field accord-
ing to districts would be done in PMML with the MapValues
and in BKEF with NominalEnumeration constructs. The
bins created in either way are addressed as categories in the
FDML scope as well as the source values in the City field.

Below, we show fragments of FDML Dictionaries derived
from BKEF and PMML. The PMML DerivedField“CityBy-
Inhabitants” is assumed to be created automatically based
on applying BKEF DiscretizationHint “Cities by number of
inhabitants”, the shortened name is taken from the Map-
pingHint.

<Dictionary sourceFormat="PMML"

sourceDictType="DataDictionary" id="1">

<Field name="City" id="1">

<Category>prague</Category>

<Category>brno</Category>

... </Field> ... </Dictionary>

<Dictionary sourceFormat="PMML"

sourceDictType="TransformationDictionary" id="2">

<Field name="CityByInhabitants" id="1">

<Category>Above 0.5 mil</Category>

... </Field> ... </Dictionary>

<Dictionary sourceFormat="BKEF"

sourceDictType="Range" id="3">

<Field name="Mesto#Euromise" id="1">

<Category>Praha</Category>

... </Field>

<Field name="Body Mass Index (BMI)#kg/m2" id="2">

... </Field> ... </Dictionary>

<Dictionary sourceFormat="BKEF"

sourceDictType="DiscretizationHint" id="4">

<Field name="Cities by number of inhabitants" id="1">

<Category id="1">Above 0.5 mil</Category>

... </Field>

<Field name="BMI" id="2">

<Category>underweight</Category>

<Category>normal</Category>

... </Field> ... </Dictionary>

5Using elements rather than attributes for free-text data is
considered as best practice.



The example complies with a schema currently used in
the SEWEBAR-CMS project with the difference that the
id attribute was added to the Category element. This can
be used as an alternative means of reference to the category
when it is infeasible to use its value due to excess length. We
are aware of multiple other issues. For example, the name of
a field is placed into an attribute instead of an element and
categories cannot be easily annotated with additional infor-
mation. This would be for example useful to express that
the given category denotes a missing value as represented by
the property attribute on the PMML Value element.

3.2 Field Mapping
As detailed description of field mapping is out of the scope

of this paper, we limit the discussion to interoperability be-
tween PMML, BKEF and FDML what concerns the descrip-
tion of fields and values.

In PMML, both DataField and DerivedField can have a
displayName attribute bearing the user friendly name for
the field. This is addressed in FDML in a more generic
way by mapping the value to a background knowledge dic-
tionary using the ValueMapping construct embedded in the
DictionaryMapping element.6

<ValueMapping>

<Field id="1" dictID="1"> <Field id="1" dictID="3">

<CatRef>prague</CatRef> <CatRef>Praha</CatRef>

</Field> </Field> </ValueMapping>

PMML allows creating taxonomies by combining values
of multiple attributes or through functions. The FDML
draft supports only aggregating values of the same field to a
smaller number of less granular categories as shown below.

<ValueMapping>

<Field id="1" dictID="3"> <Field id="1" dictID="4">

<CatRef>Praha</CatRef> <CatRef id="1"/>

<CatRef>Brno</CatRef> </Field>

</Field> </ValueMapping>

Using this mapping, “Praha” and “Brno” can be resolved
to a less granular category “Above 0.5 mil”. Similarly, the
Interval construct would be used to project the values of
the continuous “Body Mass Index (BMI)#kg/m2” field onto
several bins of the BMI field.

4. PATTERN HINTS
We currently deal with two types of pattern hints that

were designed to aid association mining algorithms; their
prospective utilization in other mining tasks is a matter for
further research. These two types are Mutual Influences and
Background Knowledge Association Rules.

4.1 Mutual Influences
The notion of Mutual Influence comes out of research by

Rauch & Simunek [11], who proposed to use it as a knowl-
edge elicitation aid. In essence, mutual influences are fo-
cused on capturing more general relationships in data on
the level of metaattributes. An example mutual influence
is BMI ↑↑ Diastolic Blood Pressure, which expresses that
if body mass index rises, diastolic blood pressure rises, too
[9]. Mutual influence can be converted to a simple type of a
background association rule called atomic consequence.

6The listings omit editor-specific information such as map-
ping confidence.

For a detailed discussion of mutual influences, please refer
to [11, 9]. Paper [13] shows on a real example, how mutual
influences be used to prune discovered rules.

4.2 Background Association Rule
The PMML AssociationRule model defines a broadly ac-

cepted formalism for exchange of discovered association rules.
While fitting the needs of the mainstream apriori algorithm,
there are some limitations hampering the use of this model
for background association rules:

• The inability to create rules over multiple fields. Refer-
ring back to Section 2, the domain expert works with
objects described by multiple multi-valued fields.

• Only support and confidence and lift as interest mea-
sures. Although these may be relatively easy to com-
prehend for the domain expert, they may not neces-
sarily be the most suitable types of interest measures
for her to actively use. Other types of dependencies,
such as statistical tests need to be available.

• Only conjunction as a logical connective7. It is (ar-
guably) natural for the domain expert to use disjunc-
tion or negation to express association rules.

As a basis for the expression of background association
rules, we take the association rules generated by the LISp-
Miner implementation 4ft-Miner of the GUHA ASSOC [14],
because they remove these limitations.

GUHA AR PMML Model
A new PMML Mining Model for rules produced by GUHA
ASSSOC was proposed in [8]. GUHA association rules are
more general than the apriori-style association rules sup-
ported by the PMML AssociationRules model with one ex-
ception. The input for GUHA association rule mining is
one data matrix with a fixed number of multi-valued fields,
where each row corresponds to one object [14]. In contrast,
the apriori algorithm was designed for transactional input,
where a transaction contains variable number of items. Pa-
per [8] shows, how can the GUHA AR PMML format be
used to cover transactional input.

Back. Assoc. Rule Notation
A background association rule has the form of

κ ≈ι λ /χ (1)

Here the Antecedent κ, Consequent λ and the Condition
χ are Boolean attributes and ≈ is a type of 4ft-quantifier.
The ι corresponds to threshold value(s) of Interest Measures
associated with the 4ft-quantifier. The rule is called condi-
tional if the Condition χ is present.

4ft-quantifier corresponds to a set of constraints (interest
measures) defined on the four-field contingency table, which
is a quadruple of natural numbers 〈 a, b, c, d 〉 so that: a is
the number of objects (rows) from the data matrix satisfying
κ and λ, b satisfying κ and ¬λ, c satisfying ¬κ and λ and d
the number of objects satisfying ¬κ and ¬λ.

Since the domain expert cannot generally expect the data
matrix to have a certain absolute number of rows, it makes
sense to use particularly such 4ft-quantifiers that work with

7Itemset can be perceived as a conjunction of conditions
imposed by the items contained in it.



relative quantities. Such a quantifier is e.g. the Founded
Implication ⇒p,minSup, which corresponds to the two well
known interest measure constraints confidence with thresh-
old p ≥ a

a+b
and support with threshold minSup ≥ a

a+b+c+d
to be applied simultaneously, or the Above Average Depen-
dence ⇒+

q,minSup (ref. to [12], example given below).8

A Boolean Attribute is a recursive structure9 comprising
conjunctions, disjunctions and negations of combinations of
individual items. A Boolean Attribute is Basic or Derived.

A Basic Boolean Attribute has the form of f(σ), where
the Coefficient σ is a subset of possible values of field f . A
Derived Boolean Attribute is a conjunction or disjunction of
Boolean Attributes, or a negation of a Boolean Attribute.

By specifying the rule, the data analyst asserts that this
or stronger rule should be the result of mining a fitting data
matrix. A partial solution to the problem of specifying what
the fitting data are provides the Condition part χ of the rule.

The values of the criteria associated with the interest mea-
sures should meet or exceed the ι threshold.
Example. The fictive background association rule

¬BMI(und., normal) ∧ (Cities by n. in.(Above 0.5mil) ∨
Diabetes(yes))⇒+

0.4,0.1 Dyspnea(excercise) /Age(60+)

denotes that the domain expert believes that considering
only patients above sixty years of age, the likelihood that
a patient will suffer a dyspnea during a physical exercise
is at least 40% higher (q = 0.4) if the patient does not
have normal or underweight body mass index and either
has diabetes or lives in a city with more than half a million
inhabitants, than is the average among patients who are at
least 60 years of age. Considering only 60+ patients, there
should be more than 10% patients that match the rule.

Back. Assoc. Rule Serialization
In order to facilitate the exploitation of background associ-
ation rules, the same XML formalism is used to represent
background association rules as discovered association rules
in GUHA AR PMML [8]. The background association rule
is derived from GUHA AR PMML by XML Schema restric-
tion, which fosters the subsequent use in conjunction with
PMML (ref. to 7).

element AssociationRule {

element Text { text }?,

element IMValue {

xs:double,

attribute name { text } }+,

attribute antecedent { BARef { ... } }?,

attribute consequent { BARef { ... } },

attribute condition { BARef { ... } }? }

The Text element provides a convenience human readable
representation of the rule.

The relation between antecedent and consequent is given
by at least one IMValue element, which corresponds an inter-

8The original definition of 4ft-quantifiers given in [12] uses
Base threshold on the place of the minSup threshold. The
difference is that Base relates to the absolute number of
objects while minSup relates to the relative number. If the
number of objects in the data matrix is known, minSup can
be recomputed to Base threshold if necessary.
9In practical applications, it is useful to fix the recursion
depth to a certain level.

est measure contained in its name attribute having at least
the value in the element content.

It is a matter of further research to determine whether an
interval for the interest measure value would not be more
appropriate. Relating to the example above, the user could
give interval 〈0.3; 0.5〉 for the q threshold of the Above Av-
erage Dependence instead of the minimum value threshold
of q = 0.4.

All parts of the rule (antecedent/consequent/condition)
reference a Boolean Attribute (BBA or DBA element) if
present. The Derived Boolean Attribute (DBA element) roughly
corresponds to an itemset in the PMML AssociationRules
model. Basic Boolean Attribute (BBA element) roughly cor-
responds to an item in the PMML AssociationRules model.
DBA can point one or DBA or BBA elements by their id

attribute using the BARef reference.
The background association rule must consist of at least

the consequent. If the antecedent is not present, it is in-
terpreted as if the antecedent is matching all objects. The
condition refers a Boolean Attribute, which acts as a scope
of the rule. The rule holds only for objects that meet the
condition. If it is not present, all objects are in the scope.

element AssociationRules {

element BBA {

element Text { text }?,

element FieldRef {...},

element CatRef {...}+,

attribute literal { xs:boolean }?,

attribute id { ... } }+,

element DBA {

element Text { text }?,

element BARef { ... }+,

attribute connective

{"Conjunction" | "Negation" | "Disjunction" },

attribute literal { xs:boolean }?,

attribute id { ... } }+,

element AssociationRule{ --> 4.2 above }+ }

The BBA element uses the FieldRef and CatRef elements
to refer to a Field and one or more categories. FieldRef
can also carry dictID attribute specifying dictionary. The
literal attribute, which is present both on the DBA and
BBA elements, indicates whether the respective boolean at-
tribute is a literal: a basic boolean attribute or its negation.
The default value is true for BBA and false for DBA (see [8]
for more details). An XML fragment for the example rule
overriding the default values for the literal attribute follows.

<BBA id="21" literal="false">

<Text>BMI(underweight, normal)</Text>

<FieldRef>BMI</FieldRef>

<CatRef dictID="4">underweight</CatRef>

<CatRef dictID="4">normal</CatRef>

</BBA>

...

<DBA id="11" connective="Negation" literal="true">

<BARef>21</BARef>

</DBA>

<DBA id="1" connective="Conjunction">

<BARef>11</BARef>

<BARef>12</BARef>

</DBA>

<AssociationRule antecedent="1" consequent="2"



condition="3">

<IMValue name="Support">0.1</IMValue>

<IMValue name="Average Difference">0.4</IMValue>

</AssociationRule>

This example shows only DBA elements that are on the path
to the ¬BMI(underweight, normal) BBA element. The
Support and Average Difference correspond to the minSup
and q thresholds of the Above Average Depend. quantifier.

5. PMML COMPLIANCE
The purpose of BKEF is to serve as a starting point for

the design of “PMML for domain experts”. Hence, the in-
teroperability with PMML is vital. Some remarks on the
relation with PMML were placed throughout the text, here
we summarize the key points that apply to conversion from
BKEF to PMML:

• Atomic Metaattribute corresponds to PMML DataField

• Group Metaattribute does not have PMML equivalent.
PMML allows to express a taxonomy relationship over
values of multiple fields, all fields must however be
present in the DataDictionary. Group metaattributes
can be, however, neglected as their current purpose
is only to help the domain expert with the means to
organize metaattributes.

• Range corresponds to the Value/Interval children of
PMML DataField with the difference that regular ex-
pressions are not supported in PMML. Regular expres-
sions in BKEF are primarily intended as an aid in the
field mapping process, and since BKEF does not al-
low to create DiscretizeBins using regular expressions,
problems should not generally arise.

• DiscretizationHint roughly corresponds to a PMML
DerivedField. There may be multiple discretization
hints defined in one format, PMML technically also al-
lows multiple DerivedFields over one DataField. Nev-
ertheless, it is assumed that the user would select one
discretization hint for each format to avoid introduc-
tion of redundant fields.

• Collation has equivalent in PMML if the optype is or-
dinal. For ordinal fields, the sequence of Value ele-
ments in DataField defines the ascending order. For
the continuous optype, collation cannot be expressed.

• IMValue does not have an equivalent in PMML unless
confidence, support or lift is used. This can be solved
by using our PMML4.0+GUHA0.1 XML Schema10,
which adds the GUHA AR PMML model as a new
Mining Model to PMML 4.0.

PMML is incomparably richer than the XML Schemas pro-
posed here. In particular, PMML does not make the as-
sumptions presented in Subs. 2.1 that prevent a field to be
derived from multiple other fields or with a function.

We believe this is a virtue rather than a deficiency, as
this draft aims at a minimum common ground for which a
benefit of fusing background knowledge with PMML can be
demonstrated. Additional constructs can always be added
in the future after careful consideration.

10http://sewebar.vse.cz/schemas/PMML4.0+GUHA0.1.xsd

6. BKEF - PMML MAPPING
The information stored in BKEF can be used to per-

form basic data preprocessing. The following steps are ei-
ther already performed or a work-in-progress (marked *) in
SEWEBAR-CMS.

Figure 1: SEWEBAR-CMS: Mapping fields from
PMML DataDictionary to BKEF Metaattributes

1. A PMML DataDictionary is generated for the input
data table. The ability to create PMML DataDic-
tionary is available in all PMML producers.

2. A corresponding BKEF document is identified.* Either
by the user or automatically suggested based on the
number of matching fields.

3. DataFields in the DataDictionary are mapped to BKEF
basic metafields. The automatic mapping combines the
degree of match between the name of the data field and
the names associated with a metafield with the degree
of match between the content of both fields. The pro-
posed mapping can be corrected by the user.

4. DataField values are mapped to metafield categories.
An automatic assignment is first made based on string
similarity or n-gram overlap. The user can correct the
assignment. Value mapping does not apply to contin-
uous values/intervals.

5. A preprocessing hint is applied to DataFields*. The
user selects one of the discretization hints in the format
of the associated metafield and the system applies it
creating a PMML TransformationDictionary.

We believe that the generic workflow would not differ sub-
stantially from the steps outlined above. The detailed dis-
cussion of the exact algorithms used exceeds the scope of
this paper.

Example The user maps a dataset describing cardiology
patients onto a fictive BKEF document created by a cardi-
ologist. The dataset uses English names of fields and values
while Czech names are used in BKEF. In Fig. 1, it can
be seen that the system proposed to map BMI (PMML) to
Body Mass Index (BKEF). This mapping was not yet con-
firmed by the user, while the mappings for City and Age
were confirmed. For BKEF field Vyska (height in Czech) no



Figure 2: SEWEBAR-CMS: Mapping values be-
tween PMML (left) and BKEF (right)

matching PMML field was found. Fig. 2 then shows a frag-
ment of value mapping for the City field. The first FDML
fragment in Subs. 3.2 corresponds to the mapping shown:
prague→ Praha. Finally, the user selects the preprocessing
hints. For City, the user chooses “Cities by number of in-
habitants”. Utilizing the mapping information conveyed in
BKEF and symbolically represented by the second fragment
in Subs. 3.2, the system generates the PMML DerivedField
CityByInhabitants shown as FDML Field in Subs. 3.1.

7. BACKGR. KNOWL. IN SEWEBAR-CMS
Background knowledge can be utilized in various ways

once the mapping between the metafields and a specific data
matrix is established. These ways include assessing interest-
ingness of discovered association rules, initializing mining
and using BKEF dictionary as “the user language”. After
introducing SEWEBAR-CMS in Subs. 7.1, we exemplify
these three ways of using background knowledge in the re-
mainder of this section.

7.1 SEWEBAR-CMS Implementation
SEWEBAR-CMS consists of a number of modules. The

backbone of the system is the Joomla! CMS, one of the
leading open source content management systems written
in PHP. The BKEF editor and the Field Mapping module
are implemented in PHP as Joomla! extensions.

The Association Rule Designer (ARDesigner) is a multi-
purpose lightweight Javascript/PHP application [4]. It can
serve for background knowledge elicitation as well as creat-
ing mining tasks and search queries against the repository
of already discovered rules. There is a separate interface for
elicitation of mutual influences [9].

SEWEBAR-CMS features an indexing capability allowing
to search the GUHA AR PMML documents stored. We
have experimented with several search backends [6] including
a topic map knowledge base Ontopia Knowledge Suite11.
As a reasonable compromise, the Berkeley XML Database
running on a Java-powered server [6] was selected.

Nevertheless, at the course of the research a pilot ontology
for PMML was developed, covering the elements of DataDic-
tionary, TransformationDictionary, our GUHA AR PMML

11ontopia.net

Association Rule mining model [7] and an older version of
the Field Description and Mapping Language.

The system communicates with data mining systems and
search providers via a web service. The supported format for
exchange of mining models is GUHA AR PMML. There are
currently two data mining systems using it: Ferda dataminer
and the LISp-Miner software.12 The exported PMML doc-
uments are stored in a relational database and available to
CMS users as HTML reports, which are generated from the
source GUHA AR PMML with an XSLT transformation [9].
The XSLT technology is used heavily throughout the system
to perform format conversions.

The communication hub of SEWEBAR-CMS is the Knowl-
edge Base Integration component [4], which allows to regis-
ter an XSLT transformation with each combination of query/
mining task and search/mining provider. Using this capa-
bility, we have for example created XSLT stylesheets that
create an Ontopia tolog query13 for the semantic search from
GUHA AR PMML as described in Subsection 7.2.

SEWEBAR-CMS includes a mining server, an MS.NET
wrapper for the LISp-Miner system, which receives task set-
tings from ARDesigner via a web service.

7.2 Assessing Discovered Rule Interestingness
Background knowledge can be used to search for asso-

ciation rules that are in some interesting relationship to a
discovered rule. This relationship may include e.g. a confir-
mation or an exception relationship.

The system currently processes only discovered rules de-
scribed with GUHA AR PMML. PMML Transformation-
Dictionary is used to resolve values referenced from the rules
to Data Field values:

1. User selects an association rule which becomes the
query and the query type.

2. XSLT transformation extracts the rule and the infor-
mation directly linked with the rule from DataDic-
tionary and TransformationDictionary and creates an
ARQuery document describing the query [6].

3. Search system retrieves documents matching the query.
The DictionaryMapping contained in the query is used
to broaden the match to rules that refer differently pre-
processed data.

The ARQuery document is an XML document that con-
sists of the FDML Dictionary and DictionaryMapping and
a modified version of the GUHA AR PMML TaskSetting.

7.3 Initializing Mining
Paper [10] proposes to mine rules that are in some spe-

cific relation (e.g. generalization/contradiction) with a pre-
set Rule schema. The notion of background association rules
is close enough to that of rule schemas (details in [9]) so that
conceptually the idea can be applied with background asso-
ciation rules in place of rule schemas.

Using background association rules to initialize mining is
currently not implemented in our system, but compared to
the previous step, it basically requires a transformation of
the ARQuery document to GUHA AR PMML. SEWEBAR-
CMS already creates PMML task assignments from FDML
Dictionary and user input in a web environment.

12ferda.sourceforge.net, lispminer.vse.cz
13tolog is a query language derived from prolog and SQL.

ontopia.net
ferda.sourceforge.net
lispminer.vse.cz


7.4 BKEF Dictionary as the User Language
The ARDesigner can be used to design mining tasks on-

line. It is initialized by an FDML document containing one
or more Dictionary elements (one set as preferred) and a
list of rules or a task setting. There is a work in progress on
using multiple dictionaries, with one dictionary used for seri-
alization and another dictionary for providing additional in-
formation about fields and values. For example, the ARDe-
signer can use BKEF metafields in the user interface instead
of the original, often cryptic, values and field names.

The task setting is saved into GUHA AR PMML with
the use of the serialization dictionary and sent via web ser-
vice to the mining server. The mining is performed by the
grid-enabled LISp-Miner system and the results returned in
GUHA AR PMML and displayed within the ARDesigner.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduced an attempt for a holistic approach

for integrating background knowledge with PMML in the
area of association rule mining. The core contribution is the
BKEF XML schema inspired by PMML that scopes prepro-
cessing and background knowledge patterns.

We have argued that the background knowledge should be
kept separated from a specific dataset to foster its reusabil-
ity. This creates a need for applications that would assist
with creating the mapping between BKEF and PMML doc-
uments as well as for an XML format for holding the result.
We have briefly described an experimental version of such
software and proposed a draft of Field Description and Map-
ping Language (FDML). Since PMML and BKEF allow to
define fields and values using multiple constructs, FDML
presents a format independent alternative to these variant
notations opening a window of opportunity for making ap-
plications in the data mining workflow more versatile.

We have demonstrated the utility of our proposal on the
SEWEBAR-CMS, which constitutes an entire data mining
ecosystem running on these formats. Some parts of the
system perceive background knowledge and the “mining”
PMML knowledge as interchangeable. More information
and live demos and screen casts of the features discussed
can be found on the project website at sewebar.vse.cz.

This is to the best of our knowledge the first attempt to
introduce an open XML-based formalism for the exchange
of background knowledge for data mining. Our work comes
from a practical need and a limited amount of experience
with domain knowledge elicitation for data mining on the
cardiology domain [9]. As such, this proposal hopes to spur
discussion about the usefulness of existence of an exchange
format for background knowledge for data mining. Sharing
background knowledge could open the door for “social” data
mining, allowing data miners to exchange and reuse the ex-
pensively acquired knowledge of domain experts, rather than
just already built models.

If the community arrives at the conclusion that such a vi-
sion could hold, there are many obstacles to be overcome.
Perhaps the most pressing problem is the applicability (or
expert perceived usefulness) of background knowledge pat-
terns to varied data matrices. Referring again to the exam-
ple cardiology domain, some background knowledge associ-
ation rules will not make sense when applied on data matrix
covering pathological cases if the domain expert, who cre-
ated the rules, had a random population in mind.
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